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A comparative study has bean made of tha thermal
bydraullc performance of two liquid lithium blanket
concept* for tokamak-type reactors. In one concept
llthlua is circulated through 60-cn deep cylindrical
aodulta oriented so that the module axis la parallel to
tha reactor minor radius. In the other concept helium
carrying channals oriented parallel to the first vail
are used to cool a 60-cra thick stagnant lithium blanket.
Paralleling studies were carried out wherein the thermal
and structural properties of the construction materials
were based on those projected for either solutionannealed 316-stainless stsel or vanadium-base allays.
The effects of limitations on allowable peak structural
temperature, material strength, thermal stress, coolant
inlet temperature, and pumping power/thermal power ratio
were evaluated. Consequences to thermal hydraulic perfonaanca resulting frost the presence of or absence of
a divartor were alao investigated. For the case of
lithium cooled nodules operated in a reactor without a
dlvertor, the following results were obtained: (a)
with stainless steal at construction material and a peak
structural temperature of 500*C, the neutron wall
loading and coolant exit temperature are limited to
S 2 HW/m* and s 480°C, respectively, by thermal stress
criteria, and (b) with vanadium as construction ciaterial
and a peak struccural temperature ot 650*C, the neutron
wall loading and coolant exit temperature are limited
to < 8 HW/m' and < 620*C, respectively, by a combination
of constraints Involving the peak structural temperature
and the mlnimun coolant exit temperature. For the sane
caaes in a reactor with a dlvertor, the maximum allowable neutron wall loading increases by from 40X (for
vanadium) to 901 (for stainless steal). For the case
of a helium cooled stagnant blanket interfaced ulth a
helium cooled stainless steel first wall assembly, the
maximum vail loading is limited by thermal stress
criteria to s 2.5 MW/m2 without a divertor and to
S i.O HU/m2 with a divertor.

Table 1. Reference Design Parameters for Comparisons of
Stainless Steel and Vanadium AlU.y Systems
Reactor Hajor Radius
Central Core Radius
First Uall Radius
'
Radiation and Particle Load Factor
with dlvertor
without dlvertor
Blanket Thickness
Shield Thickness
Magnet Thickness
Basic Design

8.0 D
3.0 to
3.4 m
0.10
0.25
0,6 n
0.9 a
0.52 m
Modular
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Introduction
Figure 1. Simplified Model of the Lithium Blanket Cell
In order to shed some light on the question of
Used in the Thermal Hydraulic Analyses.
optimum power cycle concepts Cor commercial fusion
plants, a series of studies was carried out to evaluate
and compare alternative breeding/heac-transfer/poirerconverslan systems. As a first step in providing a
basis for parametric Investigations of energy conversion
LITHIUM FILL
system for cocoerclal reactors,1>2 analyses of first
COOLANT CONNECTION
wall/blanket thermal-hydraulic response were performed
with the life-limiting properties of the structural
materials as the prioary constraints. The thermal hydraulic calculations are based on a set of reference
PLASMA-*-!
design parameters asfcivetiin Table 1.
In work completed thus far, two generically similar first wall/blanket concepts have been evaluated.
One Involves the use of flowing lithium as a heat transfar and breeding medium in a modular blanket cell of
the type shown in Fig. 1. The other uses pressurised
haliuB aa the heat transfer fluid flowing (in channels)
through a "saa" of stagnant liquid lithium as illustrated in Fig. 2. Instead of baaing the analyses on
arbitrarily aelected materlalo about which little la
Heck supported by the Department of Energy.
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Figure 2. Simplified Model of the Helium Cooled Stagnant Lithium Blanket Used in the Thermal
Bydraullc Analyses.

known regarding («) behavior In the anticipated harsh
radiation environment and (b) compatibility with the
proposed coolants, solution-annealed Type-316 stainless
•teal and vanadium-base allays were selected foe
initial study as there appeared to be relatively more
data available to define llfe-llmtcing properties3
under currently conceived fusion reactor operating
conditions.
Development of the Computational Algorithms
Hat'«maticnl models that described Che thermal
hydraulic response of the twoblanket: concapc* illustrated in Figs. 1 arid Z were formulated and programmed
loco a computer code capable of performing steady-state
energy balancecalculations. Th« details of these
•athenatical models and descriptions of the computer
coda (BLANKET) have been presented in other reports*'1*
and, henc*, will only be summarized briefly herein.
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Flowing Lithium Cooled First Well/Blanket Cencept
The use of an electrically conducting fluid, like
lithium, in the pretence of large magnetic fields gives
rise to a number of adverse fluid dynamic effects of
which the most serious is the pressure loss due to
•egnetohydrodynanic (HHO) interactions. In calculating the total pressure drop for the blanket cell concept in Fig. 1, the coolant flow path was divided into
four regions 2 ! 4 ! (a) inlet to blanket, (b) return
through the blanket cell annulus, (c) inlet and exit
through shield, and (d) inlet and exit through magnets.
(A schematic representation of the pressure drop terms
Is shown In Fig. 3.) As the magnetic field is aot
constant across the blanket, the shield, and the magnet,
the magnet field strength, B, was integrated over each
of the regions inside the toroidal field coil to obtain
a properly averaged value of the gross MHD effect. The
pressure loss in each region uas then determined-,^
using the corresponding average value of B 2 for that
region. Because the actual lengths of the coolant flow
paths, the sizes of the inlet and outlet headers, and
the locations of bends, fittings, etc. for a corancrcial
reactor are subject to considerable uncertainty, a
safety factor of tvo uas employed In calculating each
pressure drop. The thicknesses of tht inlet piping
to the blanket cell, the cell wall itself, and the
manifolds were calculated based on the stress requirements corresponding to the prevailing operating conditions (temperature and pressure) with the assumptions
that (a) the pressure stress cannot exceed one-third
the yield strength^ and (b) the wall thicknesses cannot
be leas than 2.S cm in the blanket region and 5 on in
tha shield and oagnet regions due to fabrication con(tralnts.
The heat transfer calculations for the flowing
lithium concept (Fig. 1) were performed using standard
empirical equations.2»4 A one-dimensional steady-state
analysis was carried ouc by dividing the blanket cell
Into (a) Inlet piping, (b) first wall, (c) cell annulus
and (d) cell side walls (see Fig. 1 ) . These calculations were used to set the required coolant velocity
for a given wall loading and to establish the general
thermal characteristics of the system. The overall
heat balance was determined basad on a given wall
loading du* to (a) "articles and radiation that create
a flrtt-vall surfact flux and (b) neutrons that creste
Internally generated heat. As the particle and surface
radiation power fraction depends on whether the reactor
has a dlvartor or not, two cases were considered — the
particle and surface radiation loading factor wns set
equal to 251 of the neutron wall loading without diwrtor and 10Z af the wall loading with divertor.

Figure 3. Pressure Drop Diagram for the Lithiun Cooled
Blanket Cells.
Helium Cooled Stagnant Lithium First Hall/Blanket
Concept "
The thermal hydraulic analyses of a helium cooled
tubular first wall coupled to a stagnant lithium blanket were based on the configuration shown in Fig. 2.
The first wall is assumed to be made of a single row of
tightly packed tubes and the blanket is in essence a
"sea" of lithium extending radially outward fror. the
back of the first wall ana having an appropriately dispersed array of helium carrying tubes. A realistic
boundary condition is set up so thac there is r.a discontinuity in the therr.a 1 hydraulic analyses at the
first wall/blanket interface. The radiation power
deposited on the first vail and the nuclear heat generated within zone 1 (see Fig. 2) are removed by the
helium flowing through the first wall cube bundle.
Zone 2 (blanket) is divided into several regions and
the number and size of the coolant cubes chrougr.^ui:
these regions are calculated based on che Inrerr.i- heat
generation rate so thac the coolant exit temperatures
for all regions are the same. Since the wall loadings
(both radiation and neutron) were assumed to be constant along che coolant flow direction, the temperature
difference between che wall and the coolant reir.ains
essentially constant, and Che naxiirum vail temper.-;Cure
can be based on the coolanc exit temperature. (Internal
heat generation in the helium was assumed to be zero.)
The thermal.hydraulic calculations are carried out for
each zone separately, with che assumption of ar. isothermal boundary ac che zone I/zone 2 interlace. The
criteria for materials property limitations were che
same as those described above for the lithium cooled
blanket concept.
Results and Discussion
Thermal Hydraulic Analyses of the Flowing Lithium Cooled
First Wall/Blanket Concept
Typical results of thermal hydraulic analyses for
four reference cases (stainless steel with and without
a divertor and vanadium alloy with and without a divertor) are sumarized in Table 2 and are presented in
greater detail in references 2 and 4. For stainless
steel (with or without a divertor) the maximum neutron
wall loading generally occurs at relatively low wall
thicknesses (I.e. S 2.5 mm) and is limited by the
thermal stress criterion (maximum thermal stress material yield strength). For vanadium alloys this
i occurs st somewhat larger wall thickness values

Table 2. Result* of Wall Loading Trade Studio* for
Llthiuo-Caoled Stalnlece Sceel and Vanadiun' Alloy Blanket Systems*
Li-Cooled
V Alloy

Criteria

Ll-Cooled
SS

Maximum Allowable Tamp., *C

650

500

Ha»imn Thermal S t r e s s , MPa

351

117
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WITHOUT OIVERTOR

Maximum Neutron Uall Loading,

F1* - Q.1Q

'

WITH DIVERTOR

Minimum CoolanC Inlec
Coolant Temperature R i s e , *C

1

CELL OIA.
O.Sm
0.6 m
CELL DEPTH
INLET TUBE DIA. O . l m

d
1.8d

For a cell dlamater of 0.5 m and an Inlet tuba
diameter of 0.1 m.
F - Fractional power loading on first uall surface
due to particle and radiation effects.

c.

Limited by minimum coolant Inlet temperature
criterion.

d.

Limited by maximum thermal stress criterion.

e.

Limited by MUD pressure stress criterion (i.e.
maximum cell uall thickness insufficient to
support higher coolant velocity).

(3 to 6 mm) and is limited by the minir-.ur. coolant inlec
temperature criterion. The valuss ot the naxinum
allowable neutron uall leading for 8, 10, and 12 T maximum toroidal fields are listed in the lower half of
Table 2. The total pressure drops were nominally in
the range from 3 to 6 MPa (including the safety factor
of 2.0 on all calculated pressure losses).
Ths effect of maximum toroidal field and cell wall
thickness on the maximum allowable nei:tron wall loading
is Illustrated more clearly in Figs. 4 and 5 for the
four cases described above. As can be seen in Figs.
4 and 5 and In Table 2, there is some advantage (in
terms of overall thermal hydraulic performance) to
having the lower toroidal fields. For most cases, the
actual advantage is In fact even greater than is indicated in Table 2, because the increased cell wall thicknesses required to support the maximum neutron wall
loading at the higher toroidal fields have the concoaaltant affect of reducing tha coolant exit temperature.
Early trade-off studies on the coolant temperature
rlac ehowed that the values in Table 2 (i.e. 225*C for
stainless steel and 325*C for vanadium alloy) are near
to optimum far each material based on the ttiermalhydraulic model and maximum structure 1 temperature
limits used herein. Also, the pumping power to thermal
power ratio (based on geometrically averaged values
of the actual magnetic field strength inside the
reactor) wan found to be < 1.0, < 1.5 and < 2.03; for
toroidal fields of S, 1C and 12 T, respectively.

Figure 4. Effect of Cell Wall Thickness and Maximum
Toroidal Field on Maximum Allowable Neutron
Uall Loading for the Lithium Cooled Stainless
Steel Blanket Cell.
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Figure S. Effect of Cell Wall Thickness and Maximum
Toroidal Field on Maximum Allowable Neutron
Wall Loading far the Lithium Cooled Vanadium
Alloy Blanket Cell.
Several cases were analyzed for effect of varying
the size of the inlet piping to the blanket module
while keeping the blanket cell size constant (e.g.
cell diameter = 0.5 m ) . The thermal hydraulic results
were found to be rather insensitive to small changes
in inlet tube diameter since only the pressure drop
from the Inlec tube back is affected by this parameter.
It can be easily shown that the size of the blanket cell
cannot be varied over a wide range, although a cell
diameter of 0.5 m is not necessarily the optimun. Increasing the cell diameter in order to reduce the
number of modules required leads to larger cell vail
thicknesses with resultant higher thermal stresses
and lower coolant exit temperatures. A reduced cell
size has the beneficial effect of lower wall thickness and lower thermal stresses, however, it Increases
the number of cells required for a given geometry. It
may be noted that for the reactor size selected for
this analysis, more than 5000 of the 0.5-m diameter
cells would be needed. Since this is already a very

latea number, there Is little Incentive to go to •
Utter nuabar o( smaller nodular units.
For stainless steel, which Is usually found to
b« thermal attest limited, doubling Che thermal attest
limit tends to double the maximum allowable nautron
wall loading and raising the "upper operating/"temperature
limit by 100'C Increases the coolant-exit temperature
by an approximately equal increm«nc. Increasing "the
upper operating tsmpatatuta for van»diuo by 100"C Increases the maximum allowable wall loading but not the
coolint exit teoperstute. However, for a given wall
loading, It Is always possible to achieve a higher
coolant exit temperature with a higher upper operating
temperature value.
Data of the type presented In references 2 and 4
have permitted the derivation of a series of empirical
equations which relate the coolant exit temperature)
T(CE), Co maximum material temperature, T(MAX), neutron
wall loading Q»j, and cell wall thickness, t for each
of the material and divertor options Investigated.
For stainless steel
T(CE) - T(MAX) - t (1.2 Q M + O.SJ with divertor

and
T(CE) - T O U X ) - t [•
without a divertor.
For vanadium
T(CE) - TftlAX) - t

,T(HAX) - 400.
[2.0 QH - 3.81

with divertor and
T(CE) - T(MUO - t

rT(MAX)

l

inii

- 400,
i

[2.0 *„ - 3. 8 ]

without divertor.
Only in the case of stainless steel with a divertor
present did the value of T(M.VX)-T(CE) show negligible
dependence on the value of T(MAX). In the other three
cases the empirically derived function [T(MAX) - 400]/
100 had to b' employed to reconcile the calculated
T(CE) values.
Thermal Hydraulic Analyses of the Helium Cooled Stagnant
Lithium First Wall/Blanket Concept
One of the primary objectives of the thermal hydraulic analysis for the helium cooled stagnant lithium
concept was to make the coolant operating parameters
and characteristics reasonably consistent with existing
HTSR experienced Table 3 contains a sumoary of results with stainless steel as construction material
and with the following sets of conditions: (a} the
presence of or absence of a divertor, (b) maximum
allowable structural temperatures of 500* or 650°C,
(c) thermal stress limits of 17 or 36 ksi, and (d) heat
transfer coefficient and friction factor multipliers
of 2.2 and 4.0, respectively.5 The asterisked parameters in Table 3 were fixed in the calculation and tha
primary Iteration was done by increasing the neutron
m i l loading until the thermal atreas limit at tha first
wall was exceeded.
In the thermal hydraulic analysis of the first
Milt the coolant velocity is fixed at 200 ft/s, the
tuba diameter Is fixed at 2S.4 no (1 inch), and the
tuba wall thickenss is not allowed to be less than
1.25 an (50 all), in the thermal hydraulic analysis
of tha blanket, the coolant void fraction, VF, is fixed
ae SX and tha temperature drop through the lithium
aT(Ll), la set at 2S*C. Trade studies on tha latter

two parameters have been completed for VF - 5, 7, and
101 and 4T(L1) - 23, SO, and 100'C. These studies show
that, la terns of maximum coolant exit temperature,
VF • 51 and aT(Li) « 25"C are closer to optimum than
the other values tested. Other parameters that were
fixed"in "these analyses are'glven- in Table 3. The
coolant '.axle -temperature, from the fis;st wall region,
T(CE), may be represented .empirically In terms of the
neutron wall loading, Q N , and"the "maximum allowable
structural temperature, T(MAX), by
T(CE) - TCHHl) - 17.9'Q W - 21-9 (with divertor)
f(CE) - T(MAX) - 41.3'Q^ - 21.4 (without divertor).
Thu coolant exit temperature fsom the blanket region Is
noninally 30 to 5Q"C below the maximum structural
temperature and seems to be relatively independent of
wall loading or divertor status.
The values arrived at in Table 3 are based largely
on attempts to control thermal stress and peak structural temperature, and as a result, do not reflect optimum performance from the standpoint of coolant exit
caBpeiature. In particular, the cases where the coolant
exit temperature from the first wall or the blanket is
< SOO'C probably do not represent economically attractive systems. Figures 6 and 7 show how these coolant
exit temperatures are affected by bucking down r'ron
tha maximum nautron wall loading values given in Table
3 for the SOO'C and 650"C stainless uteel operating
temperatures. Based on these results the heliu= csoled
stagnant lithium blanket would appear to achieve economic attractiveness at wall loading values considerably
lower than those in Table 3 and at structural temperatures > 600*C.
The principal indications from this study are that:
(a) T(HAX) 2 600*C is essential for useful T(CEJ v:ich
heliun, i.e.. T(CE) > 500°C; (b) without a divercor
QJJ Is limited to 2 to 5 KW/m 2 , depending on allnwable
thermal stress level (ignoring, of course, the effects
of fatigue and crack propagation for the time ieiri:);
(c) in principal, considerably higi'.ec vnii lcudir.^i
can be achieved with a reasonably effective divertor;
(d) fabrication of the first wall out of 50-nil cubing
is assumed to be feasible (if the limit vere 100 nil,
the allowable P u values would drop by a factor =f 2);
and (e) the number of tubes and gross tube weights
for a reactor with a first wall area of "- 1000 u2 are
extremely large.
Application of the multiplier factors for the heat
transfer coefficient and frictional pressure drop is
based on the assumption that the interior tube vails
can be roughened or otherwise modified to augment heat
transfer with a resulting nodest impact on the pressure
drop. Omission of these multiplier factors (i.e.,
equating them to unity) generally results In substantial
increases in coolant velocity (to > 400 ft/s) and
channel length (70 to SOZ) with somewhat snaller reductions in heat transfer coefficient (t 30*) and
coolant exit temperature (4 to 5X).
Conclusions
Because studies of the type described in this
report tend to "idealize" the complicated geometry and
widely-ranging operating conditions of potentially
attractive tokamak-type fusion reactors, any conclusions
drawn from them should be interpreted carefully and not
arbitrarily extrapolated to fusion power systems in
general. The key conclusions from the scudy of the
liquid lithium cooled first wall/blanket concept may
be summarily stated as follows: (a) The maximum allowable neutron wall loading for a given reactor design
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2.
can ba Increased fioa 40 to •- 901 by th* addition of
• divertor. The magnitude of eha increase depends
primarily on which criteria^ set th« maximum wall loading,
e.g., Increases tend Co be greatest in thermal atre«a
llalted syatea*. (b) With respect to overall thermal
hydraulic performance, austonitic alloys will cend to
be thcrul stress limited ^hereas"vanadium-baae:ailoys
3.
will be limited by Cha pinch between maximum allowable
structural temperature sml minimum coolant Inlet
temperature, Ce) Significantly higher neutron wall
loadings appear to be achievable uith vanadium alloys
than with solution annealed 316-SS. (d) Ignoring the
4.
application of advanced power conversion cycles, there
U little incentive for structural temperatures In excess of 650"C, since the associated coolant (lithium)
exit temperatures( S 550*C> are bore than adequate
to drive optimiiad steam turbine cycles, (e) Overall
5.
design and performance objectives for lithium coaled
rsactora will be root* easily met at lower toroidal
fields (B to 9 I ) . Fields as high as 12 T nay pre6.
clude the use of circulating lithium in ell but the
moat outboard regions of the blanket.
For the case of the helium cooled stagnant lithium
first vall/blankec, concept, the key conclusions are
as follows: (a) A maximum ollouable structural temperature * 600*C will be necessary to assure the attainment
of attractive operating conditions (i.e., reasonable
th»modynaolc efficiency) for the helium coolant, (b)
la in the c a m of the lithium cooled first wall/blanket
concept, the presence of a divertor increases che
allowable vail loading by nearly a factor of two in
thermal stress limited systems, (c) The transverse
cooling arrangement employed in the helium cooled concept (Fig. 2) requires an enormous nuober of individual
tubes and is probably less attractive (from the standpoint of fabricabllity and overall thermal hydraulic
performance) than the radially cooled helium blanket
concept described by Kearney, et al. , (d) There appears
to be some incentive to provide for augmentation of
cho heat transfer coefficient in heliun cooled reactors,
aven though this will undoubtedly be accompanied by increased pressure losses.
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Finally, It must be noted that the studies described herein consider only steady-state performance
of the first wall/blanket system, and as a result the
derived operating conditions (wall loadings, coolant
exit temperatures, etc.) represent upper limits to
the performance of an actual system. In the long run,
the effects of thermal strain and cyclic fatigue will
act to reduce the allowable wall loading and in all
likelihood, the peak allowable structural temperature
as veil. This contention is supported by Che more
recent work of Hajumdar and Misra'»" on the fatigue
life modeling of the lithium-cooled module in Figure
1.
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